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The present invention relates to the extraction of liquid bitumens, more particularly, to a primary extraction process for extracting liquid bitumens from underground deposits wherein the pressure of the deposit is greater than the bubble pressure of the liquid bitumen.

In processes for extracting liquid bitumens from underground deposits many processes have been devised to treat the deposit to facilitate the extraction of the bitumens. Some processes are based on decreasing the viscosity of the bitumen by heating the deposit through the use of various heating media. Many of these processes are carried out by using one bore through which a medium is introduced and an adjacent bore from which the bitumen is extracted.

The heating medium, such as a gas or water, is added to the underground deposit in such a way that the underground circulation of this medium in the deposit from the introduction bore to the extraction bore is at an angle of about 0 degrees with respect to the direction in which the deposit is being exploited.

Many of these secondary extraction processes include the introduction of water through one bore and flowing the water underground through the deposit to an adjacent bore from which the water and the bitumens are extracted.

Other processes wherein a heating medium is used which does not originate from the deposit and which may comprise hot water or steam is introduced into the deposit through one bore, flowed underground through the deposit and withdrawn through an extraction bore together with the bitumens.

Other processes include the positioning of electrical heating arrangements in boreholes, so as to heat the adjacent deposits and render them viscous, whereby the deposits can then be flowed to an extraction bore. Since the heat is transferred from the bore to the deposit only by conduct and the capacity of such a heating arrangement is limited and is insufficient to produce the necessary quantities of heat for heating large portions of the deposit.

Other methods propose the addition of gases, such as CO₂ or chemicals to the deposit or adding these chemicals to the water used for flooding the deposit.

In the aforementioned processes difficulties are encountered when little or no consideration is given to the action of the introduced medium, such as a gas or liquid, with respect to the underground deposit of the bitumens. One source of difficulty is the failure to pay careful attention to the difference in viscosity between the water and the bitumens in the deposit. Further difficulties arise when these media are introduced through bores which are positioned from the extraction bores along the direction in which the deposit is to be extracted. When the junction surface between a liquid bitumen, such as oil, and the water used for flushing bitumens is moving toward the extraction bores and care is not taken to maintain a uniformity in this junction surface, there is the ever-present risk that channels are formed from the action of this water in the underground deposit, particularly when the permeability of the deposit is changing. It is virtually impossible to uniformly treat the junction zone between the oil and water with any of the known processes, since these processes cannot be readily controlled.

It is therefore the principal object of the present invention to provide a more effective process for the extraction of liquid bitumens from underground deposits.

In order to carry out the present process a series of boreholes are drilled into an underground deposit of liquid bitumens and extending in the direction of the deposit. The boreholes are drilled to the lowest point of the deposit in a direction proceeding to the highest point of the deposit which is the direction in which the bitumens are extracted. Water is introduced into the deposit through the boreholes in the deepest part of the deposit and the bitumens are extracted from the deposit from boreholes in a higher part of the deposit. Boreholes positioned between the flooding and extracting boreholes are used for decomposing existing bitumens. The bitumens of the deposit are circulated between one of these latter bores in a closed pipe system wherein the bitumens is brought above ground, heated, perhaps treated with a chemical substance and introduced into a return borehole to the underground deposit. It is also possible to heat the bitumens in the return borehole. The contents of the deposit then circulate underground from one borehole to the other in a direction which forms an angle of from 45 to 90° in the direction in which the deposit is to be exploited.

Substances which are known per se are added to the bitumens to reduce the surface tensions between the junction surfaces of the oil and water, as this junction surface approaches the treating bores.

The liquid bitumens are generally circulated several times between the treating boreholes, in order to transfer sufficient heat to the surrounding rock formation in order to heat the same.

During this process water is added to the flooding boreholes to maintain a sufficient pressure on the underground liquid bitumens, so that this pressure remains above the bubble pressure of the liquid bitumens. In the event the pressure in the bubbles will form in the individual pores of the rock storing the liquid bitumens and will accordingly make the deposit compressible. As a result, it will become increasingly difficult to transfer heat from the borehole to the deposit and thus large portions of heat will be rendered ineffective. The bubble pressure of the liquid bitumens is considered that point at which gases in the bitumen begin to escape at that temperature of the underground deposit.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention will be apparent upon reference to the accompanying drawing which schematically illustrates the manner in which the present process is carried out.

An understanding of the invention may be facilitated by an inspection of the drawings wherein:

FIGURE 1 schematically illustrates a top plan view of a portion of an underground deposit of liquid bitumens;
FIGURE 2 schematically illustrates a vertical cross section of FIGURE 1, showing the variations in temperature at different sections of the deposit are being treated;
FIGURE 3 illustrates a vertical cross section of a portion of an underground deposit of liquid bitumens showing the flow paths between the leading bore 1 and the treating bores 2 with the flooding zone F, pumps P and heaters H; and
FIGURE 4 illustrates a vertical cross section of a portion of an underground deposit of liquid bitumens showing the flow path from the junction of the oil and water indicated at 5, past the leading and treating bores 1 and 2, to the extraction boreholes 3.

Into the deposit of liquid bitumens a number of boreholes are drilled in a pattern substantially as that illus-
treated in the drawings, with particular reference to FIGURES 1 and 4. This portion of the underground deposit can be divided into 3 sections indicated by I, II and III. Section I is the water or flooding section and represents the deepest or lowest part of the underground deposit. The boreholes extend downwardly into this water section.

The extraction section III is positioned in the highest portion of the deposit and has a plurality of boreholes extending downwardly thereto. The treating section II is positioned between the water section I and the extracting section III and has a plurality of boreholes therewith whose specific functions will be presently described. As the extraction of the deposit proceeds the boreholes of section I will be moved in the direction of the extraction which is represented by the arrow c.

During the extraction process water is introduced into the boreholes in section I to maintain a pressure on the liquid bitumen of the underground deposit. The liquid bitumens, such as oil, are then withdrawn from the boreholes which are designated as withdrawing or leading boreholes. As the oil is withdrawn from the boreholes it is utilized as a heating medium for further heating the underground rock and also as a medium for carrying added substances to the underground deposit to facilitate the extraction of the oil.

As particularly shown in FIGURES 3 and 1, one or more leading boreholes 1 are coordinated to an adjacent treating bore 2. In the treating bore 2 the oil withdrawn through borehole 1 is heated by heat supplied through a closed heat supply pipe which is provided with a suitable pumping arrangement for increasing the pressure of the oil. The circulation of the oil aboveground between boreholes 1 and 2 is in the direction of solid arrow a and underground the oil flows from treating borehole 2 to leading borehole 1 in the direction of the dashed arrow b. The leading bores are so positioned with respect to the adjacent treating bores 2 that these directions of flow form an angle of from 45 to 90 degrees with respect to the general direction of extraction as indicated by the arrow c. This produces a uniformly high zone of heat between the leading and treating boreholes which move in the direction of c until it reaches the next series of boreholes, where the zone is again formed, if necessary, to continue the extracting process.

As the contents of the deposit, i.e. the oil, is circulated between boreholes 1 and 2 the oil is extracted from the extracting borehole 3 and simultaneously with this extraction flood water is added through the flooding bores in order to maintain the pressure on the oil within the deposit. Pressure on the oil is maintained which is greater than the bubbling pressure of the oil.

The heated oil is circulated through the boreholes and approaches the leading boreholes 1 and 2. As the junction of the oil and water, as indicated at 5, proceeds in the direction of the arrow c and approaches the leading boreholes 1, substances are then added to the circulating oil for improving this oil-water junction. These substances are added to decrease the interfacial tension between the contacting surfaces of the oil and the water. The approach of the oil-water junction 5 is indicated by samplings taken from the leading bores 1. The first traces of water in the oil as revealed in the samplings taken from the leading boreholes will indicate the approaching of the oil-water junction 5. By the addition of these substances which will vary in quantity and composition according to the analysis of the sample the oil will be more readily extracted from the rock formations adjacent the oil-water boundary 5 and is more easily freed from the water.

These samples taken from the leading boreholes will give accurate indications since the oil must be circulated through the leading and treating boreholes several times in order to sufficiently heat the underground rock formations bearing the oil. These rock formations have a porosity of about 25% and it is therefore necessary to circulate a quantity of heated oil which is from 2 to 6 times the quantity of the liquid oil that must be extracted. Circulating of this quantity of heated oil will transfer sufficient heat to the rock formations to release the oil therefrom. Thus it is apparent that the circulating oil will pass several times by the point from which the sample is taken.

After the oil-water junction 5 has passed the leading bores 1 and the samples indicate that nothing but water had been discharged from the leading boreholes, the leading bores are then employed as the flooding boreholes. When the leading boreholes are now used as the flooding boreholes the entire extraction process is moved to the next boreholes in the direction of arrow c and repeated. Also after the oil-water junction 5 has passed the leading boreholes 1 as shown in the drawing, the substances may then be added to the flooding water in order to improve the interfacial and surface tensions between the contacting oil and water surface.

The most essential factor for the satisfactory extraction of oil from the deposit according to the present invention is the ratio of the viscosity of the oil to that of the water. If the viscosity of the water is close to that of the oil or even greater than the viscosity of the oil, the removal of the oil from the deposit can be more easily and rapidly achieved. The viscosity of the aqueous phase can be increased in the usual way by adding suitable and known chemicals. By way of example, carboxymethylcellulose or cement may be added to the salt water. However, more satisfactory results are obtained by the addition of substances which increase the viscosity of the water and simultaneously decrease the specific gravity thereof as, for example, emulsions of oil in water (5 to 20% of oil in water) which emulsions can readily be prepared from the flooding water and the crude oil contained in the deposit.

The yield of oil from the deposit can be further increased by adding CO2 in a known manner to the circulating medium consisting of oil and water. Concentrations of CO2 from 15 to 30% are preferable. The carbon dioxide is added to the circulating oil just before the oil-water junction zone approaches the leading and treating boreholes. Under these conditions only oil which is unalloyed with water and which oil must be enriched with CO2. The oil then carries the CO2 to the water in the deposit from which it is further transmitted to the flooding water. Thus, when the oil is enriched with CO2 the CO2 is then automatically transmitted to the moving flooding water.

By the application of these substances as described above, the relationship between the viscosities of the oil and water is improved to increase the speed by which the extraction of the oil is carried out. The presence of these substances in the oil and water will preclude the formation of channels in the deposits between the oil and water. However, when the speed of flow of the oil through the deposit is increased the friction is also correspondingly increased and accordingly losses in pressure will arise. In order to compensate for these pressure losses the flooding water is increasingly flooded through the bores which are positioned in the flooding water section just after the oil-water junction has passed.

The entire deposit is divided into treating sections which may be treated separately according to the present invention. The length of such a treating section is indicated by B and is defined by the distance between successive leading bores. The width of the treating section is indicated at A and is defined by twice the space between two leading bores of a series. The series of bores positioned in the direction of arrow c of section II can be treated only...
successively. This is of an advantage, since the experience gained by treating a previous section can be taken into account when treating subsequent sections. The adjoining treatment sections in section II can be treated simultaneously.

FIGURE 2 of the drawing schematically illustrates a vertical cross-section through the deposit and shows the variations of temperature as different sections of the deposit are treated. The variation of the temperature in the deposit section is shown by A and B and is shown at 6, and 7 indicates the gradually increasing temperature in the treating section which has become incorporated into the flooded section I. Curve 8 shows the heat in the next successive treating section which heat is introduced primarily by the heat exchange between the heated flooding water and the circulating oil.

Thus it can be seen that the process according to the present invention provides for thoroughly and continuously extracting the contents of an underground deposit of liquid bitumens step by step wherein the process can be closely controlled according to conditions encountered in the deposit. The important conditions are encountered primarily in the area of the oil-water junction surface. The deposit is partially heated by one treating section after the other with the contents of the deposit serving as the heating medium. The heating of the deposit decreases the viscosity of the oil and establishes a better relationship between the viscosity of the oil and water, so as to enable a more rapid and complete extraction of the oil from the deposit. The heated contents of the deposit are circulated between neighboring boreholes of the treatment section II. While the heated contents are circulated under pressure in a closed pipe system above-ground, a substance is introduced into the heated contents to either change the physical properties or adapt them to given conditions as indicated by periodic samples taken from the circulating oil. In addition to the rapid and complete extraction of the liquid bitumens from the deposit, loss is prevented by avoiding the formation of water channels in the deposit.

The efficiency of the process can be further improved by preventing excessive losses of heat from the circulating oil. This can be accomplished by insulating the pipelines positioned in the treating and leading boreholes with a plastic foam surrounded by plastic tubes. In addition, 

CO₂ may be introduced under pressure between these pipelines and the walls of the respective boreholes so as to expel the air accumulating therein. Thus the insulation against heat losses is improved by about 40%. In addition, this CO₂ may be maintained at a pressure greater than atmospheric so that humidity therein is evaporated.

In order to avoid excessive cross-currents between the insulation and the walls of the boreholes the pipelines within the boreholes are provided with spacers which center the pipelines within the boreholes and subdivide the length of the borehole into smaller sections.

To further assist in the comprehension of the present invention, a specific operating example of this process will next be described in detail.

A paraffin petroleum deposit sealed under a pressure of 1,600 lbs. was exploited. The rocks of the deposit consisted of an oil sand having a porosity of 25% and an average permeability of 600 millidarcys. The deposit was located in an anticline in an ascending depth ranging from 100 to 3,100 m. and was about 30 m. thick. Its extension in length was 4,000 m. and its average width 1,500 m.

The deposit was developed by rows of bores, whereby the individual bores were arranged at a distance of 250 m. from each other over the width of the deposit and at a distance of 250 m. in the longitudinal direction of the field. The bores extended down to several meters beyond the bottom edge of the oil deposit. The diameter of the bores was 210 cm. The bores were lined with strings of tubing of a diameter of 168 mm. into which an ascending tube having a diameter of 77.8 mm. was mounted. This tube was provided with an insulation layer having a thickness of 20 mm. and surrounded with a thin-walled plastic casing. The air between the exterior casing and the ascending tube was displaced by CO₂ and then partially evacuated. Above-ground the bore tubes were connected with a closed intermediate container and a pump. The two rows of bores adjacent flooding section I served as so-called treatment section. In adjacent bores of a transverse row each bore served by A and B is shown at 6, and 7 indicates the gradually increasing temperature in the treating section which has become incorporated into the flooded section I. Curve 8 shows the heat in the next successive treating section which heat is introduced primarily by the heat exchange between the heated flooding water and the circulating oil.

To further assist in the comprehension of the present invention, a specific operating example of this process will next be described in detail.

A paraffin petroleum deposit sealed under a pressure of 1,600 lbs. was exploited. The rocks of the deposit consisted of an oil sand having a porosity of 25% and an average permeability of 600 millidarcys. The deposit was located in an anticline in an ascending depth ranging from 100 to 3,100 m. and was about 30 m. thick. Its extension in length was 4,000 m. and its average width 1,500 m.

The deposit was developed by rows of bores, whereby the individual bores were arranged at a distance of 250 m. from each other over the width of the deposit and at a distance of 250 m. in the longitudinal direction of the field. The bores extended down to several meters beyond the bottom edge of the oil deposit. The diameter of the bores was 210 cm. The bores were lined with strings of tubing of a diameter of 168 mm. into which an ascending tube having a diameter of 77.8 mm. was mounted. This tube was provided with an insulation layer having a thickness of 20 mm. and surrounded with a thin-walled plastic casing. The air between the exterior casing and the ascending tube was displaced by CO₂ and then partially evacuated. Above-ground the bore tubes were connected with a closed intermediate container and a pump. The two rows of bores adjacent flooding section I served as so-called treatment section. In adjacent bores of a transverse row each bore served by A and B is shown at 6, and 7 indicates the gradually increasing temperature in the treating section which has become incorporated into the flooded section I. Curve 8 shows the heat in the next successive treating section which heat is introduced primarily by the heat exchange between the heated flooding water and the circulating oil.
mediate zone between the flooding and extracting bores, and heating the withdrawn bitumens and recirculating the so heated bitumens through other bores located between said flooding and extracting bores into the deposit to heat the same, the direction of movement of the liquid bitumens circulating underground between withdrawing and treating bores forming an angle of 45 to 90° with the direction in which the deposit is being exploited.

2. In the process of extracting liquid bitumens from underground deposits the pressure of which exceeds the bubble pressure of the liquid bitumens, the steps of forming a plurality of bores into the underground deposit of liquid bitumens in the direction of exploitation of the deposit, extracting the liquid bitumens from bores into the highest portions of the deposit, flooding water through other bores into the deepest portions of the deposit simultaneously with the extracting of the liquid bitumens to maintain a pressure on the liquid bitumens which is greater than the bubble pressure thereof, withdrawing liquid bitumens from bores between the flooding extracting bores, and recirculating the so heated bitumens through other bores located between said flooding and extracting bores into the deposit to heat the same, and adding substances to the water to improve the extraction qualities of the liquid bitumens as the junction between the water and the liquid bitumens being withdrawn from the deposit.

3. In the process of extracting liquid bitumens from underground deposits the pressure of which exceeds the bubble pressure of the liquid bitumens, the steps of forming a plurality of bores into the underground deposit of liquid bitumens in the direction of exploitation of the deposit, extracting the liquid bitumens from extracting bores into the highest portions of the deposit, flooding water through flooding bores into the deepest portions of the deposit simultaneously with the extracting of the liquid bitumens to maintain a pressure on the liquid bitumens which is greater than the bubble pressure thereof, withdrawing liquid bitumens from leading bores between said flooding and extracting bores, and heating the withdrawn bitumens and recirculating the so heated bitumens through treating bores located between said flooding and extracting bores into the deposit to heat the same, said heating and treating bores having walls and pipelines passing therethrough defining spaces therebetween, and introducing CO₂ into said spaces to insulate against heat losses from the heated liquid bitumens.

4. In the process as claimed in claim 3 wherein the CO₂ is maintained at a pressure less than atmospheric.

5. In the process of extracting liquid bitumens from underground deposits wherein the pressure exceeds the bubble pressure of the gases dissolved in the liquid bitumens, the steps of forming a plurality of bores into an underground deposit of liquid bitumens in the direction of the highest portion of the deposit, extracting said liquid bitumens from extraction bores in a section of the highest portion of said deposit, flooding water through flooding bores positioned in a section of the highest portion of said deposit, flooding water through flooding bores positioned in a section of the highest portion of said deposit and simultaneous with said extracting of the liquid bitumens maintaining a pressure on said liquid bitumens higher than the bubble pressure of the gases dissolved in the liquid bitumens, circulating the contents of said deposit without production therefrom in a circulating section of said deposit defined by leading bores and treating bores located between said flooding and extracting bores comprising withdrawing a portion of said contents through said leading bores, heating said portion of said contents and recirculating said portion of said contents through said treating bores whereby said contents are heated, the viscosity of said liquid bitumens is lowered and said liquid bitumens are advanced in the direction of said extraction bores.

6. The process as defined in claim 5, wherein said contents are brought to the surface through said leading bores and said contents are again returned to said deposit through said treating bores without separation of any of the components of said contents with closed circulating between said treating bores and said leading bores whereby heat is distributed throughout said deposit.

7. In the process of extracting liquid bitumens from underground deposits wherein the pressure exceeds the bubble pressure of the gases dissolved in the liquid bitumens, the steps of forming a plurality of bores into an underground deposit of liquid bitumens in the direction of the highest portion of the deposit, extracting said liquid bitumens from extraction bores positioned in a section of the highest portion of said deposit, flooding water through flooding bores positioned in a section of the deepest portion of said deposit whereby an oil-water contact surface results between said water and said liquid bitumens and simultaneously with said extracting of the liquid bitumens maintaining a pressure on said liquid bitumens higher than the bubble pressure of the gases dissolved in the liquid bitumens, circulating the contents of said deposit without production therefrom in a circulating section of said deposit defined by leading bores and treating bores thereby said contents are heated, the viscosity of liquid bitumens is lowered and said liquid bitumens are advanced in the direction of said extraction bores.

8. In the process of extracting liquid bitumens from underground deposits the pressure of which exceeds the bubble pressure of the liquid bitumens, the steps of forming a plurality of bores into the underground deposit of liquid bitumens, extracting the liquid bitumens from said leading bores, heating said portion of said contents, adding substances to said liquid bitumens to improve said oil-water contact surface as said oil-water contact surface approaches said leading bores and said extraction bores circulating the contents comprising withdrawing a portion of said contents through said leading bores, heating said portion of said contents, adding substances to said liquid bitumens to improve said oil-water contact surface as said oil-water contact surface approaches said leading bores and said extraction bores circulating the contents comprising withdrawing a portion of said contents from underground deposits whereby said contents are heated, the viscosity of said liquid bitumens is lowered and said liquid bitumens are advanced in the direction of said extraction bores.
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